KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA, NFR MALIGAON

REPORT ON:

‘BACK TO BASICS’ TRAINING PROGRAMME AT VIDYALAYA LEVEL

DAY – 1  DATE – 11/02/2017 (Saturday)

On 11.02.2017, the training programme began at 9 a.m., where the teachers teaching in Primary and Upper Primary classes assembled in the Resource Room.

The programme began with the lighting of the ceremonial lamp by our School Principal, followed by HM Sir, Mr. R. Dhwiz (Resource person) and G. Patgirima’m. The Ganesha Sloka was played on the auspicious beginning.

Thereafter, our Principal Mr. R.K. Das briefed us about the objectives of the project. He also vividly passed on the message of our KVS Commissioner, Sri. Santosh Kumar Mall and also Mr. U. N. Khaware, Additional Commissioner, Academics.

Thereafter, the session proceeded with the topic, “Familiarization with the Support Materials”, which was presented by Mrs. Z. F. Rashid aided by PPT. She also acquainted the teachers with all the tools provided by NCERT and the manual provided by KVS and urged the teachers to use them as the base for preparing Activity Sheets and Learning Achievement Test (LAT).

After a short recess, the training programme was taken up by Mr. Dhwiz. He explained in details about how to prepare the Activity Sheets classwise, levelwise. He also emphasized on the record-keeping after every Learner’s Achievement Test (LAT). Assignments to prepare Activity Sheet and LAT was given to every teacher who attended the training programme.

Soft copies of KVS training Module, Learning Indicators and Learning Outcome at Elementary Stage by NCERT and all relevant samples to prepare the Activity Sheet and LAT was provided by the Resource persons.

The Day 1 Session of the training programme came to an end at 2 p.m.
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DAY – 2

DATE – 13/02/2017 (MONDAY)

On the second day, ie. 13.02.2017 (Monday), the training programme began at 2:30 pm, with the gathering of the teachers teaching in Primary and Upper Primary classes, in the Resource Room.

The programme began with the submission of the materials and presentations of Activity Sheets and LATs was made by the Primary teachers one by one. As assigned by the Resource persons on Day 1, each Primary teacher came prepared with one Activity Sheet and one LAT of a particular subject belonging to a particular class which they teach. Then, by turns, each of them came forward and explained in details their prepared materials, much to the curiosity of the participants of the training programme. It became obvious that all the test materials were prepared beautifully and painstakingly by these Primary teachers.

Thereafter, there was an interactive session between the participant teachers and the Vice-Principal of the school, wherein the VP explained the utility of adopting the ‘Back to Basics’ for the upliftment of the weaker section of the student community. He also explained to the participant teachers about how to go ahead with the programme and when to start implementing it. Everyone was highly enriched by his words.

At the end, it was reminded that on Day 3 of the training programme, the teachers teaching in the Upper Primary section would come forward with the presentations of their materials, as assigned to them by the Resource persons.

The Day 2 Session of the training programme came to an end at 4pm.
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DAY – 3  DATE – 14/02/2017 (TUESDAY)

The third day, ie. 14.02.2017 of the training programme began at 2:30 pm. The programme began with the submission of the materials and presentations of Activity Sheets and LATs made by the Upper Primary teachers.

Thereafter, a session on ‘The monitoring tools of Back to Basics’ was taken up by Mr. Ravi Shankar Khaklary, Vice-Principal of the Vidyalaya. He gave a short history of the ‘Back to Basics’ and emphasized the importance to enhance the learning level of the students.

He acquainted the teachers with all the monitoring tools at different levels, for assessment of the learning outcome of students from class I to VIII. With a power point presentation he showed all the Annexures 1-6 and explained the purpose of each tool. The monitoring tools and reporting tools are categorized to manage the data of students learning outcome from vidyalaya level to regional and finally to KVS HQ level.

Later Principal, Mr. R.K. Das urged all the teachers to follow all the tools and formats and maintain all the data as required in it, so as to give a clear picture of learning level of the students by categorizing their performance as L1, L2 & L3 level at the end of each month. After every LAT, teachers must take sincere steps to upgrade the students level.

The Day 3 Session of the training programme came to an end at 4pm.
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DAY – 4  DATE – 15/02/2017 (WEDNESDAY)

The fourth day, ie. 15.02.2017 of the training programme began at 2:30 pm. The programme began with the submission of the materials and presentations of Activity Sheets and LATs was made by the Upper Primary teachers both in soft copies and hard copies. All these materials was being compiled after some modification, where necessary.

The session proceeded with ‘open discussion’ wherein the teachers freely put up some queries about the ‘BACK TO BASICS’ project. The principal Mr. R.K. Das and Vice principal Mr. Ravi Shankar Khaklary cleared their doubts.

The Day 4 Session of the training programme of ‘BACK TO BASICS’ at Vidyalaya level, came to an end at 4 pm. All the teachers teaching in primary classes and those teaching VI to VIII attended the tracing Programme.
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